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EASY ANSWERS

Nothing is more tempting when we are faced with hard and
challenging problems than to seek the quickest and easiest solution.
But the quick and easy solution is, unfortunately, seldom the right
one. We never really solve any problem until we solve it right.
Easy answers, wrong answers, expedient answers, usually tend to make
the problem worse.

When Jesus was in the garden of Gethsemane and knew that his
great crisis was at hand, he also knew there was no easy way to meet
that crisis. When an unknown disciple resorted to force and violence
Jesus condemned the action. It was the action men often resort to
when all else seems to fail, or when their patience is exhausted—
the resort to sheer power and brute force. Men have been seeking to
settle their differences in this inept way for centuries. They seem
unable to learn that it is at best but a temporary expedient and
never really solves anything.

II

But let me offer you some more homely examples/ Parents often
think to satisfy their children's questions about sex with answers
that are too easy. That is becoming more difficult today when youth
are being educated in this aspect of life so much faster than was the
case 25 years ago.

One young quiz kid recently asked his mother, "Didn't you tell
me the other day that the stork brought me?" "Why, yes," she
answered hesitatingly. "Well, for your information ," replied the boy,
"the stork hasn't got the wingspread to carry an eight-pound load!"

The socialists and the communists look for easy answers to the
social and economic difficulties of society. But so far as can be
determined at this date they have failed to make those easy answers
work.

An American manufacturer was showing his plant to a prospective
customer from behind the iron curtain. When the noon whistle blew
thousands of men stopped work and bustled out of sight. "They're all
escaping," the amazed visitor cried. "Oh, never mind," the manu
facturer said. "They'll all come back." And to the astonishment of
the visitor, they did, when the starting whistle blew. "Now," said
the American, concluding the tour of the factory, "I hope you've
decided to buy some of our machines." "We'll talk about machinery
later," the still shaken visitor said. "Right now, how much do you
want for that whistle?"








